Wilmot, second Earl of Rochester (1647Rochester ( -1680, the notorious and brilliant libertine poet of King Charles II's court, has long been considered an embodiment of the Restoration era. This interdisciplinary collection of essays by leading scholars focuses new attention on, and brings fresh perspectives to, the writings of Lord Rochester. Particular consideration is given to the political force and social identity of Rochester's work, to the worlds -courtly and theatrical, urban and suburban -from which Rochester's poetry emerged and which it discloses, and not least to the unsettling aesthetic power of Rochester's writing. The singularity of Rochester's voice -his 'matchless wit' -has been widely recognized; this book encourages the continued appreciation of all the ways in which Rochester reveals the layered and promiscuous character of literary projects throughout the whole of a brilliant, abrasive, and miscellaneous age.
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www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press 9 Sexual and religious libertinism in Restoration England 162 Tom Jones and Jonathan Sawday for their contributions to seminars on one or the other side of the Atlantic. And for his invaluable work on Rochester and on Restoration literature and divinity, both editors would like to thank David Schmitt. Thanks are due as well to Caitlin Flynn, who helped prepare the final text. Our editorial labours were made easier by the convivial company of Judy Zwicker, of Katie Muth and of Julian Augustine, whose enthusiasm was all the more meaningful for being expressed without words.
A number of essays in this volume pay tribute to the writerly collaboration that so marks Restoration poetry and society. We should like to record as well the origins of this volume in conversation with Kevin Sharpe in the late summer of 2011. Our work would have benefited immeasurably from Kevin's planned participation, and indeed the 'spirit of wit' we associate with Rochester was surely embodied in Kevin -a historian without rival for energy or daring. 
